State Governance, Planning, and Financing to Enhance Energy Resilience

Appendix 1: State Resilience Plans
State governments prepare for natural disasters and other threats to energy and infrastructure security through multiple
formalized planning mechanisms. These are well-established and are important foundations upon which state emergency
preparedness is built. These include:
•

•

•

Emergency operations plans can take different forms in each state, but all document the procedures, roles, and
guidelines a state will employ to guide its response to and recovery from an emergency. These generally include
annexes for the Federal Emergency Management Administration’s (FEMA) Emergency Support Functions, one of which
is energy. These annexes provide a sectoral structure to the state’s emergency response and foster improved planning
and coordination between the state and federal governments.
Energy security plans (also known as energy assurance plans) are preparedness, response, and recovery plans
specific to energy emergencies. NASEO maintains robust energy assurance planning resources for state energy and
emergency response leaders, available here: https://www.naseo.org/energyassurance
At times similar in nature to the state-wide resilience plans discussed in this document, hazard mitigation plans help
state and communities identify the risks from potential natural and human-caused hazards, assess response and
mitigation capabilities, and identify actions to mitigate potential impacts from these hazards. FEMA requires state,
local, and tribal governments to develop and maintain these plans as a condition for receiving some non-emergency
assistance through its Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grant Program. FEMA maintains a maps with the latest state
hazard mitigation plans here: FEMA Map of State Hazard Mitigation Plans

The energy resilience plans discussed in this resource guide and listed in this appendix differ from these three formal
planning types in that they provide state leaders more flexibility in how they develop and target pre-disaster mitigation plans.
Where developed, state-wide resilience plans generally complement these other formal emergency plans.
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•
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